Visit UN & Botanical Garden

Visit of the UN situated in the international area. Geneva, meeting point par excellence, counts about 200 international organisations, among which the European headquarter of the UN, the WIPO, the ILO, the WHO, the WTO, the CICR. Cradle of the Red Cross, Geneva hosts the only international museum dedicated to the work of Henry Dunant. Geneva is also considered as « the City of Peace ».

The Botanical Garden

The Botanical Garden, renowned for its Botanical Conservatory, also houses magnificent collections of living plants. It is the ideal setting for relaxing or walking as well as for the discovery of our sometimes threatened plant heritage.

The Botanical Garden exhibits collections of plants from all over the world. It has more than 12,000 species, spread amongst groups by themes: rockeries, glasshouses, medical and useful plants. Visit these interesting spaces and interact with the plant world.